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Denmark wary of Trump’s withdrawal from Syria
Foreign Policy Committee calls on foreign minister to react

Here today, gone tomorrow? (US Army/Staff Sgt. Timothy R Koster)
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The news of US president Donald Trump’s decision to withdraw American forces from wartorn Syria has
reverberated down through the halls of Christiansborg in Denmark.

The prospect of the US opening the path for Turkey to mount an assault on Kurdish positions in northern Syria
has sent several members of the Foreign Policy Committee (https://www.ft.dk/da/udvalg/udvalgene/upn)
scampering to urge the foreign minister, Jeppe Kofod, to react.

MPs from Venstre, Socialistisk Folkeparti, Enhedslisten and Alternativet have all called for an emergency
session in the Foreign Policy Committee tomorrow to address the issue.
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“It looks like the Kurds, who have been our friends and allies in the battle against Islamic State [IS], are now
being abandoned by Donald Trump. I think that’s extremely worrying, if that means president Erdogan of
Turkey now begins to massacre our Kurdish allies,” Michael Aastrup Jensen, Venstre’s spokesperson on
foreign affairs issues, told DR Nyheder. (https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/politik/hastemoede-paa-christiansborg-
frygter-tyrkisk-massakre-og-fanger-paa-fri-fod-i)

READ ALSO: Trump tariffs a major threat to Danish exports (http://cphpost.dk/news/business/trump-tariffs-
a-major-threat-to-danish-exports.html)

Committee committed 
Others contend that move threatens the IS prisoner situation, with Enhedslisten fearing that leaving them to
Turkey could ultimately lead to their untimely release.

The many concerns were supported by the chair of the Foreign Policy Committee, Martin Lidegaard, who said
it was important to gather support against Trump’s decision.

“Very shocking message from Trump: The US leaving northern Syria to Turkey, apparently without allied
consensus – A massive let down of the Kurds with incalculable consequences for an endgame in Syria and in
regards to the handling of captured Syria fighters,” Lidegaard wrote on Twitter.
(https://twitter.com/martinlidegaard/status/1181165756509233152)

READ ALSO: Trump’s “absurd” offer recalls another Danish-US sale … 52 years after initial bid
(http://cphpost.dk/history/trumps-absurd-offer-recalls-another-danish-us-sale-52-years-after-initial-bid.html)

Blood Kurdling stuff
Since last August, the US and Turkey agreed to patrol the area between the Turkish and north Syrian border.
Turkey has been looking to resettle non-Kurdish Syrian refugees in the area as well as set military outposts
farther from the border and into Syria, both of which have been opposed by the Syrian Democratic Forces
(SDF).

SDF expressed concern about Turkey’s invasion, arguing that the US does not “fulfill its obligations”
(https://nyheder.tv2.dk/udland/2019-10-07-tyrkiet-er-klar-til-at-invadere-syrien-saa-nu-traekker-usa-sig-ud) by
withdrawing as the Turks purpose. While the US considers the SDF as an ally, Turkey regards the group as a
terrorist group with close ties to the banned Kurdish party PKK.

Following the backlash to his withdrawal plans, Trump tweeted that “if Turkey does anything that I, in my great
and unmatched wisdom, consider to be off limits, I will totally destroy and obliterate the Economy of Turkey
(I’ve done before!).”
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As I have stated strongly before, and just to reiterate, if Turkey 
does anything that I, in my great and unmatched wisdom, 
consider to be off limits, I will totally destroy and obliterate the 
Economy of Turkey (I’ve done before!). They must, with Europe 
and others, watch over...
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